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CABINETRY

ARCHITECTURAL SURFACES

FULL ACCESS INTERIORS

BY BRIDGEWOOD CUSTOM CABINETRY

visit us at eracabinetry.com

Premium,
Architectural
Surfaces over
engineered
panels on
cabinet faces
All plywood,
cabinet body
members
Hot air applied
edge banding
on most edges
Solid wood
dovetail
drawer boxes
Full extension
soft close
drawer slides
Soft close
door hinges
13” deep
wall cabinets
available at
no additional
cost
Custom sizes
available at
no additional
cost
Made in the USA
island: Allure | Pure White
perimeter cabinets: Linea | Vail

CABINETRY

Pure forms with clean lines and uncluttered planes.
Architectural surfaces in matte, high-gloss or textured linear patterns.
Bridgewood Custom Cabinetry has combined the latest surfacing technology with a nearly thirty year legacy of

Beyond the look of Era cabinetry lies the function of a

building quality custom cabinets to create Era Cabinetry. The sleek, minimalist exteriors are available in a wide range

full access interior. Frameless construction eliminates

of surfaces. The Allure and Mirage Series feature an extremely high-gloss, mirror finish, while the Suede Series offers

any wasted space created by face-frame offsets and

a soft, matte surface. The Linea Series features lineal grain patterns over a richly textured surface.

allows full access to interior cabinet space.

Allure & Mirage

island: Allure | Grey
perimeter cabinets: Allure | White

The Allure and Mirage lines feature a highly reflective,
mirror finish with the most scratch resistant high-gloss
acrylic in the market. Color richness is enhanced by a UV
stabilized top coat for ultimate depth and clarity. The
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impeccable surface consistency is achieved with a clean
room lamination process. The Allure series features
color matched edge banding, while the Mirage series
has contrasting edge detailing, which creates the effect
of an inset, brushed metal band or back painted glass.

CABINETRY

Linea

High definition, structured melamine panels
feature European trend-setting designs and
deliver the look and feel of real wood along with the

island: Linea | Black

durability and reliability of premium engineered material.

Designer White

CABINETRY

Cortez

Lodge Oak

perimeter cabinets: Linea | Silverton

Silverton

Weathered Oak

Vail

Cottage Oak

Basalt

Black

Suede |White

Suede
The Suede series features an incredibly smooth, matte surface
that is designed to absorb light and minimize reflection. This
creates a soft appearance and touch. The top hardcoat is UV
stabilized for long lasting color richness and also has excellent
scratch resistance and anti-fingerprint properties. The subtle
tones of the Suede series create rooms with an understated
elegance and also become the perfect complement when
combined with the colors and patterns of the other Era series.

CABINETRY

Pure White

White

Cream

Pebble

Beige

Stone

Black

island and back base cabinets: Suede | Stone
back wall cabinets: Suede | White
wall and base cabinets, right side: Linea | Vail

The richly textured surfaces of the Linea series combined with the soft, subtle tones of the Suede series create a space
that is warm and inviting. Low sheen Suede surfaces and textured Linea surfaces can also be accented with the highly
reflective, mirror finishes of the Allure and Mirage lines to create an understated, but striking contrast.

wet bar cabinets: Allure | White

Era Cabinetry adds a sleek, modern look to any room. The low maintenance, scratch resistant properties that

media center: Linea | Cortez

make Era surfaces well suited for kitchens, also makes them ideal for utility rooms, bathrooms, media centers,
wet bars, and other hardworking spaces.

Full Access, Frameless Construction

Linea patterns are offered with optional grain orientation to create different design effects.

Frameless construction eliminates any wasted space created by face-frame offsets
and allows full access to interior cabinet space.

3/4” thick sides
assure product
integrity and
reliable performance
for years to come.

5/8” solid wood drawers
with durable old world
style dovetail joinery.

Linea

3/4” thick shelves
minimize potential
for sagging.
Full depth shelves
are standard

Concealed hinge with
6-way adjustment makes
door alignment painless.
(Lifetime warranty)

Linea
Pure
Vertical

Linea
Pure
Horizontal

Integrated, soft close
door feature assures
doors close slowly and
softly, eliminating noise
and damage.

1/2” thick back
is fully captured
into the sides ,
top and bottom
by dado joints
for better overall
structural integrity.

The distinctive surfaces of Era Cabinets
are low-maintenance and scratch-resistant,
with high chemical and stain resistance, to
withstand the demands of hardworking spaces.

3/4” thick bottom
Wall cabinets are
constructed with full tops
of 3/4” thick material

The edges of most doors and drawer fronts
are finished with hot air applied edge banding,
producing a seamless appearance
with no glue lines.

Full extension, undermount drawer system
with Soft close feature, assuring a smooth
and quiet performance. 6-way adjustment
allows precise drawer head alignment.
(Lifetime warranty)

3/4" thick cabinet floors are doweled into 3/4” thick sides
assuring maximum durability and load capacity.

Cabinet face
is banded to
match doors
and drawer fronts.

CABINETRY
4 1/2” toe kick

Close tolerances and tight reveals are achieved with the
dimensional stability of our engineered panels and the
precision alignment of doors and drawer fronts, allowed
by the 6-way adjustment of hinges and drawer glides.

